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FRAMATOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND APPLICATION ON SITE IN 
NEC OF STEAM GEKERATOH TUBES 

M. BIETH - FRAMATOME - H.D.E UNIT - FRANCE 

SUMMAR? 
The increasing needs concerning the follow up and expertise of 
PWR stean generator tubing have led FRAMATOME to develop a qu ck 
on-site intervention mobile unit, which could implement any 
Current technique and equipment. 
Besides. FRAMATOME has developped several NDE methods to sol'"? 
the specific problems encountered in service on the SG tubes 
profilometry of the SC tubes by Eddy Current inside and abov 
the tube sheet. Eddy Current inspection of the tube gap and wea-
nn the antivibration bars, inspection of tube sleeving by OT an 
Eddy Current. 

IBTROPPCTTON 

In order to be able : 
- on the one hand, to assure the various interventions en the 
SG tubes, such as sleeving, 

- on the other hand, to keep the technical control of the 
various types of problems which may occur on the SG tubes, 

FRAMATOME has developped the adequate investigation means : 
- profiloaetry of the tubes in - ̂ e tube basis ai »a, 

- profilometry of the tubes after sleeving, 
- inspection of the welds during the welded sleeving opera

tions, 
- measurement of wears in various areas, in particular on the 

antivibration bars. 
The techniques used involve Eddy Current and OT and are 
implemented on site with a mobile intervention unit allowing 
to control all the operations from outside the reactor buil
ding. 
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II. GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE INTERVENTION KOBILE UNIT 
The needs in NDE for the 5G tubes induced FRAMATOME to de
sign and make a quick intervention mobile unit on site, 
«hich could implement various tvpes of Eddy Current test 
instrument, various types of probes (bobbin coil, pancake 
coil, rotating) and various methods necessary to the selec
ted type of expertise, the objective being to have a tool 
not particular'to a type of examination and evolutive enough 
C13. 

The whole equipment is placed in a fitted container portable 
by road, air or sea «ays. 

The equipment comprises (figure 1) : 
- the Eddy Current tester and its remote transmission 

loaical on 300 m.) 
(ana-

the processing system allowing the acquisition, storage 
and processing simultaneously. 
This system comprises two HP 1000 (A 600/A 700) computers, 
associated storage means (WINCHESTER discs, type 3 M 
Cartridges, 1600 bpi tape and optical digital disc) two 
screens for the dialogue and the graphic display of the 
signals and a laser printer. 

the aacanisD task control which assures the remote 
of the finger walker and the pusher puller. 

control 
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FIGURE 1 - TffiTf " I * SUOHM 
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The system is composed of two parts (figure 2) : 
- the arauisition unit which assures the tasks of acquisi
tion, cre-processing in real tine, storage and the control 
of the mécanisa, 

- the processing unit which assures the tasks of graphic 
representation and of analysis through a dialogue with the 
operator. 

Both of these units are interconnected, thus it is possible 
to analyse a record during the acquisition of the following 
one. Besides, the syste» is supple enough to be reconfjgura-
ted in case of a unit breakdown. 
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III. E.C. TUBE PROFILOHETOY 

FRAMATOME has developped and qualified and Eddy Current 
inspection method which quantitavely allows to obtain in 
the rolling area C23 : 

- the tube inside profile. 

- the value of different characteristic diameters, 
- the position of the ends of the rolling transition area 
«ith respect to the tube sheet secondary surface, 

- the localization of non-conformities in the rolling area. 

Figure 3 shows the rolling osometry and characteristic parameters. 

In» 
«£///;///A 
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XIX.1. Inspection principle 
The inspection is carried out with a probe equipped 
with 2 circumferencial coils and uniformally tran
slated in the tube to be inspected. 
The coils fed by a 3 frequency signal are connected 
in differencial and absolute nodes : 
- Freqency Fl in absolute aode is used to perfora 
t.hp tube inside profilometry by measuring the tube 
average inside diameter on a lenoth of 1 a, 

- Frequency F2 in differencial mode is used to ou-
tlinss the tube outside elements and, in particu
lar, the end of the tube sheet on the secondary 
side, 

- Frequency F3 in differencial mode allows to detect 
the end of the rollina area. 

Ill-2. Principle of the acquisition 
The acquisition is carried out with the equipment 
presented in figure 4. 
The probe positioner (i.e. the finger walker) and 
the pusher - puller which assures the translation of 
the probe inside the tube are placed near the steam 
generator. A Coder is fixed to the pusher - puller 
and allows the numerization of the E.C signal with 
respect to the probe movement. 
The E.C apparatus with its amplifiers for remote 
control, the digital analogical converter and the 
acquisition and analysis system are placed in the 
mobile unit outside the reactor building. 
The equipment calibration is carried out by means of 
s reference tube comprising various areas with an 
inside diameter perfectly calibrated. The calculator 
deduces the value of the tube inside diameter from 
the voltage amplitude on the outlet of the E.C 
equipment. 
During tube inspection, the reference tube is ali
gned with the tube inspected in order to measure 
and automatically correct any drift of the equipment. 
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Data analysis is simultaneously carried out at the 
acquisition stage. 
The edition of the inspection report is automatical 
and can he carried out, either at the end of the 
inspection or during the inspection to exploit the 
intermediate results. 
This report comprises : 
- a profile report for each tube or only for the 

tubes out of criteria, as necessary, 
- a table of the profile characteristic values for 

each tube <exaaple on figure 5), 
- histogram of measured values, 
- cartographies of the inspected tubes or tubes cor

responding to a particular class of one of the 
histograms. 
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FIGDRE 5 - EXAMPLE OF FRIBTOPT PROFILOttElM DATA 

III.3. 

The accuracy on the distance measures (froa the 
tube sheet secondary surface to main roll or kiss 
roll end) is ± 1 am 

The tube inspection is performed in 10 seconds, 
including the time for the passage froa a tube to 
another one 

. All the information recorded during the acquisi
tion stage is stored on a computerized support 

I H - 4 . Tnauta-tal yiperience 

Since September 1984, this method has been implemen
ted on about 12 000 tubes belonging to several steam 
'generators fitted on various sites or in manufacture 
stage. 

E.C profilometry of rolled zone is commonly perfor
med after PSI on tubes which present abnormal si
gnals for determination of roll transition xone pa
rameters. 
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IV. E.C. PROFILOHETRY OF THE MECHANICAL ST.FTPTHf: 

The tube basis area is the most likely to show corrosion 
phenomena. A sleeving process of the tube has been develop-
Ded. The erocess consists in fittina a sleeve inside a dama
ged tube and to sake it solid with this tube by a means 
assuring a mechanical resistance and thightness. The "mecha
nical" sleevina involves no ueidino operation, the realiza
tion of the upper and lower joints being performed by hy
draulic expansion of the sleeve in the tube (figure 6). 

'-- FICmE 6 - *firtW\liïlIi f ™ ™ "f 3.G TOBES 
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The systematical inspection ol all the sleeves after slee
ving intends to make sure. 
- there is an increase of diameter between the straight part 
of ihe sleeve ana the exoanded parts on the upper and lo
wer ioints ! it is the verification of the expansion, 

- the rolling diameter on the upper joint is within the to
lerance (measurement at ; 0.1 mm). 

- the sleeve and its upper joint are well positioned in 
height with respect to the primary surface of the tube 
sheet. 

The inspection principle is the same as that selected for 
the profilometry of the tube basis (see paragraph III). 
The acquisition is performed with the rotating device equip
ped with an elevator on which is fitted an assembly carrying 
the calibration tube and the probe (figure 71. The EC probe 
is propulsed by a specific pusher puller which has its own 
remote control system. 

control coamuid 
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V. ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF WELDED SLEEVE RESISTANT SECTION 
The welded sleeving is a solution alternate to the mechanical 
one. It is particularly recommended when the SG channel hase 
geometry requires the use of short sleeves, that means for 
sleeving on the tube sheet periphery. 
To control on site the correct realization of this welded 
sleeving, FRAMATOME has developped an automatic ultrasonic 
measurement method of the resistant section of the weld bet
ween tube and sleeve. 
The principle of this method is based upon the surveillance 
of the interface echo between tube and sleeve and its evolu
tion during the passage of the ultrasonic beam in the weld. 
Figure 8 shows the sketch of the welded sleeve and tube. 

expansion zone 

tube 
Resistant section 

tube sheet 
primary surface 

FICORE B - SKETCH OF THE HELESD SLFPVP Mm TUBE 
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The inspection is carried out with an ultrasonic probe immer
gea in a water column, movina at 3 turns/second with an 0-.4 
su hélicoïdal step, on a 20 mm length alone the weld area. A 
miniature transducer with separated transmission and recep
tion is used at 20 MHz frequency. 

Each sleeve weld is thus systematically examined on site 
after thp sleeving operation with a graphic recording of the 
weld resistant section (figure S). 

The probe holder is moved in the S.G -hannel bead by means of 
a rotating tool. Remote control and data it I'J isition equip
ment is located in the annular space. 

"^^vir- water-sleeve 
Interface 
echo 
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sleeve-tube 
interface 

echo 

weld 
resistant 
section 

FIGHHE 9 * GRAPHIC mroBDiat; OF THE HRIJ) RE3I.TTKHT {ffiCTIQl 
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VI. HEASUKEMEBT OF TUBE GAP AHD H E M OH ATIVIBRATIOH BABS 

During the last few vears. some wear phenomena of S.G tubes 
have been outlined on the antivibration bars (AVBt. Figure 
10 shows the disposition of AtfB on the top of U bend. 

FRAMATOME has développée a specific E.C methoo to separately 
measure the distances between tubes and AVB with an accuracy 
of 0.1 ma as well as the tube wear depth on AVB at i 10 \ . 

The inspection is carried out with two consecutive E.C pro
bes : a bobbin coil probe and a rotating probe with radial 
coils. 

The various stages of inspection are : 

- starting from the primary surface.- the probes are sent at 
a high speed beyond the last AVB. Acquisition of E.C data 
during this phase allows the localization of AVB by near-, 
of the bobbin coil. 

- the rotating probe is then placed on AVB for measurement 
of gap and wear with a reduced speed motion and a 1 
mm/turn hélicoïdal step. Measurement of gap and wear is 
performed by using the mixing of 2 frequencies in diffe
rential aode. 

This method is presently implemented on several thousand 
tubes of a PHR steam generator. 

FICTOE 10 - DI3PO3ITI0B OF AVB 
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VII. COHCLPSIOB 
As a manufacturer of steam generator. FRAMATOHE is concer
ned with tubes inspection either durino fabrication or in 
service. 
For in shop or field inspections a specific mobile unit has 
been developped based upon numerical processing of Eddy 
Current signals and remote inspection. 
Works in Eddy Current examination concern mainly : 
- design, improvement and manufacture of probes for speci
fic applications,. 

- development of new methods for specific problems (prof1-
lometry. sleeving, wear) and field implementation, 

- specific inspection on site. 
Works in UT concern mainly : 
- the welded sleeving inspection. 
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